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Abstract

Objectives: To make glomerular filtration rate (GFR) esti-
mating equations applicable across populations with
different creatinine generation by using rescaled serum
creatinine (sCr/Q) where sCr represents the individual
creatinine level and Q the average creatinine value in
healthy persons of the same population.
Methods: GFR measurements (mGFR, plasma clearance of
51Cr-EDTA) were conducted in 964 adult Black Europeans.
We established the re-expressed Lund-Malmö revised
equation (r-LMR) by replacing serum creatinine (sCr) with

rescaled creatinine sCr/Q. We evaluated the r-LMR equation
based on Q-values of White Europeans (r-LMRQ-white;
Q-values females: 62 μmol/L, males: 80 μmol/L) and Black
Europeans (r-LMRQ-Black; Q-values females: 65 μmol/L,males:
90 μmol/L), and the European Kidney Function Consortium
equation (EKFCQ-White and EKFCQ-Black) regarding bias, pre-
cision (interquartile range, IQR) and accuracy (percentage of
estimates within ±10 % [P10] and ±30 % [P30] of mGFR).
Results: Median bias of r-LMRQ-White/r-LMRQ-Black/EKFCQ--
White/EKFCQ-Black were −9.1/−4.5/−6.3/−0.9 mL/min/1.73 m2,
IQR 14.7/14.5/14.5/15.6 mL/min/1.73 m2, P10 25.1 %/34.8 %/
30.3 %/37.2 % and P30 74.2 %/84.1 %/80.6 %/83.6 %. The
improvement of bias and accuracy when using proper
Q-values was most pronounced in men. Similar improve-
ments were obtained above and below mGFR 60 mL/min/
1.73 m2 and at various age and BMI intervals, except
for BMI<20 kg/m2 where bias increased, and accuracy
decreased.
Conclusions: GFR estimating equations may be re-
expressed to include rescaled creatinine (sCr/Q) and used
across populations with different creatinine generation
if population-specific average creatinine concentrations
(Q-values) for healthy persons are established.

Keywords: chronic kidney disease; creatinine; glomerular
filtration rate; kidney function tests

Introduction

Glomerular filtration rate estimating equations (eGFR) as
index test for renal function generally perform worse when
validated outside the development population. This may be
due to differences in population characteristics including
morbidity, creatinine generation [1], methods to measure
GFR (mGFR) used as reference test (e.g., renal clearance of
the ionic X-ray contrast medium iothalamate vs. plasma
clearance of the non-ionic X-ray contrast medium iohexol)
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[2, 3] and in biomarker assays including differences in
standardization [4].

Pottel et al. have introduced the principle of rescaled
(normalized) serum creatinine to compensate for population
differences in creatinine generation [5], mainly differences
in muscle mass and dietary habits concerning e.g. meat [6].
Rescaled serum creatinine (sCr/Q) is a dimensionless ratio
where sCr represents the actual serum creatinine level of the
individual and Q the expected creatinine level of this indi-
vidual if in a healthy state. Thus, the Q-value is a surrogate
for the creatinine generation determinants in a given pop-
ulation. The European Kidney Function Consortium (EKFC)
equation uses this rescaling principle that implies that the
same basic expression of the equation can be used for both
children and adults, females and males [7] as well as in
different ethnic groups [8]. From this rescaling principle, it
follows that any GFR estimating equation can be generalized
to populations with creatinine generation different from the
one where it was developed. Previous work has for example
shown how GFR estimating equations developed for adults
can be applied in children with satisfactory accuracy by
converting their creatinine values to corresponding adult
levels [9, 10].

The rescaling principle also implies that any GFR
equation can be re-expressed mathematically so its estima-
tion is based on rescaled serum creatinine (sCr/Q). In the
current study, we establish the re-expressed Lund-Malmö
Revised (r-LMR) equation, an equation that was originally
developed in a White European (Swedish) population [11],
for usewith rescaled serum creatinine. As a proof of concept,
we showhow the rescalingwith population-specificQ-values
makes the LMR equation applicable as index test of renal
function with satisfactory accuracy in a French Black pop-
ulation of sub-Saharan ancestry. Comparisons are made
with the EKFC equation using the same Q-values.

Materials and methods

The present study cohort included 964 Black patients (henceforth
designated Black Europeans) with self-reported partial or total ancestry
from sub-Saharan Africa (of which about 1/3 were of Caribbean origin),
who were referred for GFR measurements between October 2006 and
October 2020 at Assistance Publique-Hôpitaux de Paris, Bichat Hospital
(Table 1). The cohort included 28 % patients with diabetes mellitus, 7 %
with human immunodeficiency virus, 15 % potential renal donors and
46 % renal transplant recipients. Serum concentration of creatinine,
weight, height, age and gender were recorded at the time of the GFR
examination and used to estimate GFR in cross-sectional analyses.

All procedures involving subjects and data agreed with the ethical
principles formedical research involving human subjects established in
the World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki. The study was

reviewed and originally approved by the Regional Ethical Board in
Lund, Sweden (reg no. 2018/220) with amendments subsequently
reviewed and approved by the Swedish Ethical Review Authority (reg
no. 2021–04177) and by the Institutional Review Board of Assistance-
Publique Hôpitaux de Paris and Paris 7 University, France (IRB
00006477, study 14-051). All patients gave their written consent for sci-
entific use of anonymous data. Relevant items of the 2015 Standards for
Reporting of Diagnostic Accuracy checklist (STARD) were considered
when preparing this report.

Laboratory methods for reference and index test

Measured GFR was determined from the plasma clearance of
51Cr-labelled ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (51Cr-EDTA), using 6–7
samples drawn between 105 and 255–285 min after injection, and with
the Bröchner-Mortensen correction, as detailed elsewhere [12]. Plasma
concentrations of creatininewere determined by a compensated-kinetic
Jaffe assay on a Roche Hitachi analyser from 2006 to March 2008 and by
an enzymatic assay on a Siemens Dimension Vista® analyser (Siemens
Healthineers, Germany) thereafter (2008–2020). All assays were trace-
able to isotope dilutionmass spectrometry (IDMS) by standard reference
material (SRM) 967 (National Institute of Standards and Technology,
NIST, Gaithersburg, MD, USA).

Q-values

For adultWhite Europeans, Q-values were based on sex-specific median
creatinine values from non-nephrology units in three different Euro-
pean hospitals, two Belgian (n=18,757) and one Swedish (n=64,410):

Table : Basic characteristics of the study cohort (n=).

All
(n=)

Females
(n=)

Males
(n=)

Age, years  (–)  (–)  (–)

Weight, kg  (–)  (–)  (–)

Height, cm  (–)  (–)  (–)

Body surface area, m
. (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.)

Body mass index, kg/m
 (–)  (–)  (–)

Serum creatinine, μmol/L  (–)  (–)  (–)

Measured GFR,

mL/min/.m

 (–)  (–)  (–)

Estimated GFR,

mL/min/.m

r-LMRQ-White  (–)  (–)  (–)

r-LMRQ-Black  (–)  (–)  (–)

EKFCQ-White  (–)  (–)  (–)

EKFCQ-Black  (–)  (–)  (–)

Measured GFR, number (%)

<mL/min/.m
 ()  ()  ()

–mL/min/.m
 ()  ()  ()

–mL/min/.m
 ()  ()  ()

–mL/min/.m
 ()  ()  ()

≥mL/min/.m
 ()  ()  ()s

Descriptive measures given as median values (. and . percentiles) if
not stated otherwise.
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62 μmol/L for females and 80 μmol/L for males [5, 7, 9]. For adult Black
Europeans of sub-Saharan ancestry, mean Q-values have been estab-
lished (females 65 μmol/L, males 90 μmol/L) based on creatinine values
from 90 living kidney donors (48 females) in three centres in Paris,
France [8].

All creatinine samples for determination of Q-values were ana-
lysed in clinical routine at the hospitals with enzymatic assays traceable
to isotope dilution mass spectrometry (IDMS) by standard reference
material (SRM) 967 (National Institute of Standards and Technology,
NIST, Gaithersburg, MD, USA).

GFR estimating equations

Lund-Malmö revised (LMR) equation [11]: The original version of the
LMR equation implicitly estimates GFR under the assumption that sCr is
measured among White European adults or populations with similar
creatinine generation:

LMR=eX − . × Age + . × lnAge

Female sCr< μmol/L: X=. + . × ( – sCr)
Female sCr≥ μmol/L: X=. − . × ln(sCr/)
Male sCr< μmol/L: X=. + . × ( – sCr)
Male sCr≥ μmol/L: X=. – . × ln(sCr/)

The original formulation of the LMR equation was re-expressed
mathematically to allow for rescaling (see Supplementary Material for
details). In the re-expressed version of the LMR equation (r-LMR), the
threshold sCr values (females: 150 μmol/L, males: 180 μmol/L) were
replaced with corresponding thresholds for rescaled creatinine
(females: 150/62, males: 180/80) where 62 and 80 μmol/L represent the
Q-values of females and males, respectively, in the original LMR
development cohort of White Europeans. sCr in the formula expression
was then replaced by rescaled creatinine 62 × sCr/Q for females and by
80 × sCr/Q for males. Q in the formula expression represents the
Q-values of the population where the equation is applied:

r-LMR=eX − . × Age + . × ln(Age)

Female sCr/Q</≈.: X=. − . × sCr/Q
Female sCr/Q/≥/≈.: X=. − . × ln(sCr/Q)
Male sCr/Q</≈.: X=. − . × sCr/Q
Male sCr/Q≥/≈.: X=. − . × ln(sCr/Q)
r-LMRQ-Black=re-expressed Lund-Malmö revised equation based on rescaled
creatinine values with Q-values for Black Europeans.
r-LMRQ-White=re-expressed LMR equation based on rescaled creatinine with
Q-values forWhite Europeans, which besides rounding errors yield identical
estimates as the original formulation of the LMR equation.

European Kidney Function Consortium (EKFC) equation [7]:

EKFC=. × (sCr/Q)−. × [.(Age−) if Age>] for sCr/Q<
EKFC=. × (sCr/Q)−. × [.(Age−) Age>] for sCr/Q≥
EKFCQ-Black=EKFC equation based on Q-values for Black Europeans
EKFCQ-White=EKFC equation based on Q-values for White Europeans

Statistical evaluation

All statistical evaluations were conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics
(version 25; IBM Corp.), STATA (version 14.2; StataCorp), PROC QUAN-
TREG in SAS 9.4, (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, US) and Microsoft Excel
(Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA). The analysis focused on
bias, precision, and accuracy of the GFR estimating equations regarded
as index test [13]. Bias was assessed as the median of estimated minus
measured GFR (eGFR –mGFR) and precision as the interquartile range
(IQR) of the differences eGFR – mGFR. Accuracy was assessed from the
absolute error |eGFR – mGFR| and expressed in mL/min/1.73 m2 and as
the percentage of estimates within ±10 % and ±30 % of mGFR (P10 and
P30). P30 accuracy of at least 75 % has been considered sufficient “for
good clinical decision-making” by the National Kidney Foundation but
the benchmark is to reach P30>90% [14].

Bias and accuracy (P30) were evaluated in subgroups defined by
mGFR (<30, 30–44, 45–59, 60–89 and ≥90mL/min/1.73 m2), age (18–39, 40–
64 and ≥65 years), BMI (<20, 20–24, 25–29 and ≥30 kg/m2) and gender. We
further stratified results by rescaled serum creatinine (sCr/Q) using
thresholds implied by the formulations of the GFR equations: <1.0, 1.0–
1.49, females: 1.50–2.24 and ≥2.25, males: 1.50–2.41 and ≥2.42. Non-
parametric and asymptotic 95 % confidence intervals (CI) were calculated
for the main results as measures of the statistical uncertainty in medians
and proportions (P10 and P30).We usedMcNemar’s exact test for pairwise
comparisons of P30 across different equations for the main results.

Results

In the current validation cohort, bias moved closer to zero,
precision remained unchanged and P30 accuracy increased
when appropriate population-specific Q-values were used.
The re-expressed LMR equation used with the Q-values for
Black Europeans (r-LMRQ-Black) rather than Q-values for
White Europeans (r-LMRQ-White) led to performance im-
provements both overall and when stratified by mGFR
(Tables 2 and 3). P30 increased overall by +10.4 percentage
points (pp, 95 % CI 7.8–13.0 pp, p<0.001) and reached the
same level as EKFCQ-Black. The improvement in accuracy by
using population-specific Q-values for Black Europeans was
less marked for EKFC with an increase in P30 by only +3.0 pp
(95 % CI 0.7–5.3 pp, p=0.01).

The improved performance of r-LMRQ-Black compared
with r-LMRQ-White was more pronounced among males than
among females (Table 4) and was consistently noted when
results were stratified by rescaled serum creatinine (sCr/Q;
Table S1). The improvement in performance for r-LMRQ-Black
across levels of rescaled serum creatinine was less consis-
tent among females (Table S2). The improvement of
EKFCQ-Black was confined to males only (Table 4).

Improvement in P30 was noted in all age groups (18–39,
40–64 and ≥65 years) for both r-LMRQ-Black and EKFCQ-Black
(Table 5). When stratifying for BMI (<20, 20–30 and ≥30 kg/m2)
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bias increased and P30 decreased at BMI<20 kg/m2 for both
equations based on Q-values for blacks while bias decreased
with improved P30 at BMI≥20 kg/m2 (Table 6).

Discussion

We showed in the present study how the generalizability of
GFR estimation equations can be improved by re-expressing

the equation formulation using the biomarker rescaling
principle and apply population-specific Q-values. We used
the creatine-based LMR-equation as an example, but similar
rescaling should be possible to apply also for other GFR
estimating equations and other biomarkers. Our validation
results suggest that rescaling may substantially improve
estimation performance when a GFR equation developed in
one population is applied to another population with antic-
ipated different creatinine generation. Recently it was also

Table : Bias, precision and accuracy (% confidence intervals) of GFR estimating equations in the overall cohort (n=).

Equations r-LMRQ-White r-LMRQ-black EKFCQ-White EKFCQ-Black

Bias −. (−. to −.) −. (−. to −.) −. (−. to −.) −. (−. to −.)
IQR . . . .
Accuracy
–Absolute error . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.)
–P . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.)
–P . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.)

Median bias (eGFR-mGFR), precision (IQR, interquartile range) and accuracy in terms of absolute error |eGFR −mGFR| expressed in mL/min/.m, and
P and P accuracy expressed in percentage of GFR estimates within ±% and ±% of mGFR, respectively. r-LMRQ-White and r-LMRQ-Black=re-expressed
Lund-Malmö revised equation based on rescaled creatinine values with Q-values for White and Black Europeans, respectively. EKFCQ-White and
EKFCQ-Black=EKFC equation based on Q-values for White and Black Europeans, respectively.

Table : Bias and P accuracy (% confidence intervals) of GFR estimating equations stratified by measured GFR (mGFR mL/min/.m).

mGFR intervals Number (%) r-LMRQ-White r-LMRQ-Black EKFCQ-White EKFCQ-Black

Bias
<  () −. (−. to −.) −. (−. to −.) −. (−. to −.) −. (−. to .)
–  () −. (−. to −.) −. (−. to −.) −. (−. to −.) −. (−. to .)
–  () −. (−. to −.) −. (−. to −.) −. (. to −.) . (−. to .)
–  () −. (−. to −.) −. (−. to −.) −. (−. to −.) −. (−. to .)
≥  () −. (−. to −.) −. (−. to −.) −. (. to −.) −. (−. to −.)
P
< . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.)
– . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.)
– . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.)
– . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.)
≥ . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.)

Median bias (eGFR-mGFR) expressed in mL/min/.m and P accuracy in percentage of GFR estimates within ±% of mGFR. r-LMRQ-White and
r-LMRQ-Black=re-expressed Lund-Malmö revised equation based on rescaled creatinine values with Q-values for White and Black Europeans, respectively.
EKFCQ-White and EKFCQ-Black=EKFC equation based on Q-values for White and Black Europeans, respectively.

Table : Bias and P accuracy (% confidence intervals) of GFR estimating equations stratified by females (n=) and males (n=).

mGFR intervals r-LMRQ-white r-LMRQ-Black EKFCQ-White EKFCQ-Black

Bias females −. (−. to −.) −. (−. to −.) −. (−. to −.) −. (−. to .)
Bias males −. (−. to −.) −. (−. to −.) −. (−. to −.) −. (−. to .)
P females . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.)
P males . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.)

Median bias (eGFR-mGFR) expressed in mL/min/.m and P accuracy in percentage of GFR estimates within ±% of mGFR. r-LMRQ-White and
r-LMRQ-Black=re-expressed Lund-Malmö revised equation based on rescaled creatinine values with Q-values for White and Black Europeans, respectively.
EKFCQ-White and EKFCQ-Black=EKFC equation based on Q-values for White and Black Europeans, respectively.
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shown how the rescaling principle can be used to gener-
alize a GFR estimation equation developed for one
biomarker (creatinine) to another biomarker (cystatin C)
by developing biomarker-specific Q-values [15]. This sug-
gests that the GFR-age evolution is generally applicable
to all populations, while the biomarker-age evolution is
population-specific. Thus, rescaling the biomarker makes
the biomarker-GFR relationship less complex, which comes
with many advantages for the GFR equations: i) applicable
and continuous for all ages, ii) applicable to males and fe-
males, iii) applicable for different populations (ethnicities),
iv) applicable for different biomarkers and v) stable per-
formance in comparison with equations not based on
rescaled biomarkers [7, 15].

The application of the re-expressed LMR-equation with
population-specific Q-values resulted in decreased bias and
improved accuracy both overall and when stratified by GFR
and age. Rescaled creatinine led to larger improvement in
performance for r-LMR than for EKFC and after rescaling the
two equations had similar performance overall. LMR and
EKFC also perform similar in White Europeans with median
bias of −0.6 and −3.5 mL/min/1.73 m2, respectively, and P30

accuracy of 87.4 and 86.8 %, respectively, (Table S4b and S7a
in reference [7]). It should also be noted that imprecision, a
major drawback of GFR estimating equations, did not
improve by using rescaled creatinine with population-
specific Q-values.

The implication of the rescaling was a bit different for
the two equations. For EKFC, rescaling creatinine to Black
Europeans implied that eGFR was increased with a constant
(1.152 for males, 1.065 for females) for all rescaled creatinine
values above one. By contrast, the increase in eGFR from
rescaling is for r-LMR dependent on how elevated the
biomarker is. In the present study the rescaling factor for
r-LMR varied between 1.10 and 1.21 for males and between
1.04 and 1.09 for females. It was beyond the scope of the
present study to optimize the rescaling at various creatinine
levels, but this is a topic for additional investigations.

The improved performance with respect to bias and
accuracy was more pronounced and consistent in males,
most likely due to a larger difference in Q-values between
Black and White male Europeans than between females.
However, at BMI<20 kg/m2 both r-LMRQ-Black and EKFCQ-Black
showed increased overestimation resulting in decreased

Table : Bias and P accuracy (% confidence intervals) of GFR estimating equations stratified by age (years).

Age intervals Number (%) r-LMRQ-White r-LMRQ-Black EKFCQ-White EKFCQ-Black

Bias
–  () −. (−. to −.) −. (−. to −.) −. (−. to −.) . (.–.)
–  () −. (−. to −.) −. (−. to −.) −. (−. to −.) −. (−. to .)
≥  () −. (−. to −.) −. (−. to −.) −. (−. to −.) −. (−. to −.)
P
– . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.)
– . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.)
≥ . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.)

Median bias (eGFR-mGFR) expressed in mL/min/.m and P accuracy in percentage of GFR estimates within ±% of mGFR. r-LMRQ-White and
r-LMRQ-Black=re-expressed Lund-Malmö revised equation based on rescaled creatinine values with Q-values for White and Black Europeans, respectively.
EKFCQ-White and EKFCQ-Black=EKFC equation based on Q-values for White and Black Europeans, respectively.

Table : Median bias and P accuracy (% confidence intervals) of GFR estimating equations stratified by body mass index (BMI, kg/m).

BMI intervals Number (%) r-LMRQ-White r-LMRQ-Black EKFCQ-White EKFCQ-Black

Bias
<  () . (−. to .) . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.)
–  () −. (−. to −.) −. (−. to −.) −. (−. to −.) −. (−. to −.)
≥  () −. (−. to −.) −. (− to −.) −. (−. to −.) −. (−. to −.)
P
< . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.)
– . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.)
≥ . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.)

Median bias (eGFR-mGFR) expressed in mL/min/.m and P accuracy in percentage of GFR estimates within ±% and ±% of mGFR. r-LMRQ-White

and r-LMRQ-Black=re-expressed Lund-Malmö revised equation based on rescaled creatinine values with Q-values for White and Black Europeans,
respectively. EKFCQ-White and EKFCQ-Black=EKFC equation based on Q-values for White and Black Europeans, respectively.
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accuracy. This was expected since both LMR and EKFC are
known to overestimate mGFR in White Europeans with low
creatinine values due to low muscle mass [16–18]. By using
the lower Q-values forWhite Europeans two different errors
cancelled out, thus explaining the lower bias and higher
accuracy when not using the Q-values specific for Black
Europeans in underweight patients. As this group was small
it was not possible to stratify any further.

A similar technique has previously been proposed by
Björk et al. [9] for the LMR equation to make it applicable in
European children by converting childhood levels of sCr to
corresponding adult levels and apply the equation as though
the child was 18 years old. Future studies are warranted to
establish creatinine growth curves and hence Q-values for
children of different ethnicities, thereby further extending
the applicability of the rescaling principle for equations like
LMR.

Despite the generality of the outlined rescaling princi-
ple, the generalizability of the present validation results to
other black populations should be considered as a potential
study limitation. The validation was based on a single cohort
in Paris and the applicability to persons of sub-Saharian
origin or other black populations living elsewhere in Europe
is a topic for additional investigations [19]. A related limi-
tation is that ethnicity was self-reported in the Paris cohort,
although it has been recently shown that genetic ancestry
may not be add more accuracy in the GFR estimation than
self-reports [1]. It should also be noted that the Q-values
utilized for the black population in the present study are
subject to statistical uncertainty as the sample size used
when they were established was small. Another limitation
was that the validation did not include children. While
creatinine growth curves and hence Q-values have been
established in Swedish children [9], it is yet unclear to what
extent they can be generalized with sufficient accuracy to
children of other origin. Finally, the choice of reference
method may impact the validation results. We considered
plasma clearance a coherent choice of reference method in
this study, as LMR was developed against plasma clearance
(iohexol) and EKFC was initially mainly validated against
plasma clearance methods. However, there is some concern
that mGFR determined by plasma clearance yields over-
estimations in patients with low GFR [20, 21]. If this is the
case, then the present validation study may have overrated
the performance improvement of r-LMRQ-Black in patients
with severe renal impairment. However, it does not affect
the generality of the proposed rescaling principle as such.

In conclusion, any well-established eGFR equation may
be re-expressed to include rescaled creatinine (sCr/Q)
and used in other populations with anticipated different

creatinine generation if average creatinine concentration
(Q-values) for healthy persons is established. The applied
Q-values may either be sex-specific (as in adults) or be both
age- and sex-specific (as in children).
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